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What Are the Tories Doing?
Nathan Poklar
’24
Contributor

telling them to “go home” and
calling them an “insult to truth,”
whilst New Democratic Leader
Jagmeet Singh denounced the
convoy and even decried his
brother-in-law for donating
money to the movement’s GoFundMe page

The Conservative Party has
opted to take a different approach to the protesters. Instead
of condemning them, the Tories
have begun to back the protesters. Multiple Conservative
Members of Parliament have
declared their support for the
Both the Liberal Party and the
convoy, such as Pierre Pollierve
NDP have condemned this
(Carleton) and Manitoban MPs
protest. Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau criticized the protesters, Ted Falk (Provencher), James
Bezan (Selkirk-Interlake-Eastman),
and Deputy Leader
Candice
Bergen (Portage-Lisgar).
On January 29, the so-called
“Freedom Convoy” arrived in
Ottawa. Their goal? Protest the
recently introduced vaccine
mandates in the trucking industry.

Former-Conservative Leader Erin
O’Toole himself has
shown sympathy to
the protesters, claiming that Trudeau’s

actions on last year’s campaign
trail have led to these protests.
In Question Period, he grilled
the Prime Minister on his refusal
to meet with the protesters and
hear their demands. While he
has supported the protesters,
he—and many other Conservatives—have made it clear
that those supporting extremist
ideals are not welcome in their
movement.
The Tories’ decision to support
the convoy is so egregiously
senseless that it is difficult to
fathom why they would decide
to do so. When Canadians see
the convoy, they are not presented with images of people peacefully protesting outside of Parliament Hill. Instead, they hear
about protesters desecrating
and urinating on the Tomb of
the Unknown Soldier. They see
images of a defaced Terry Fox
statue, swastikas, and Confederate flags. The majority of Canadians scrolling through their
news will only see headlines of
“Protesters Wave Swastikas” and
“Conservatives Defend Recent
Protests” and draw conclusions

from there.
Although most of the protesters
are peaceful and are not extremists, the Conservatives are
allying themselves with a protest
that included those who wave
symbols of hate and desecrate
sacred monuments. Not only
are they opposing vaccine mandates—a policy that has high
approval ratings amongst Canadians—but they now seem as if
they welcome those with radical
and bigoted views.
O’Toole and the Conservatives
spent the 2021 election trying to
brand themselves as moderates
who could appeal to all Canadians. Yet, the Conservatives’ decision to support the convoy ruins
this image. Now with Candice
Bergen in charge of the party,
Conservatives and the convoy’s
ideals appear enmeshed..
Their support of the protest in
Ottawa only leads to a single
question: Who thought that this
was a good idea?

Ukraine, Russia, and NATO: War in Europe
Emmitt Wilson
’22
Politics Editor

Eight years ago, in February and
March of 2014, a political and
military crisis racked Eastern
Europe. After years of covertly supporting separatists in the
Ukrainian peninsula of Crimea,
Russia staged an invasion. Crimea
was taken over, completely and
formally annexing the region in
just two weeks. Since 2014, Crimea has been governed by Russia.
While some punitive sanctions
were placed in Russia by the international community, their affect
was limited. Russia later vetoed
a UN resolution calling to affirm
the “sovereignty, independence,
unity and territorial integrity” of
Ukraine.

In the years since 2014, tensions
between the two countries have
increased slowly. Ukraine has
drifted closer to Western Europe
politically, signing an association
agreement with the European
Union just months after the crisis
in Crimea. Ukraine has also taken
significant steps towards joining
NATO (The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization), even making multiple amendments to the constitution to fulfill NATO membership
requirements. During this time,
Ukraine has received just over
three billion dollars of military
aid from the US and has frequently cooperated with NATO states
in military exercises.
While Ukraine appeals to NATO
for support, Russia has taken
an increasingly warmongering
position since 2014. Following
the same playbook as in Crimea,
Russia has supported separatists
in the Ukrainian Donbas region,
resulting in an ongoing civil war.
They have also frequently partaken in military exercises close to
the shared border with Ukraine,
seemingly as a show of force.
In November of 2021, military
buildups were spotted in western
Russia and Russian ally Belarus.

While the official
line from the Russian government was
that the troops were
there from military
exercises, Ukrainian
President Volodymyr
Zelensky warned of
a potential invasion.

In early January,
negotiations were held between
the US and Russia in the hopes
of avoiding a war, and Russia
laid out their opening demands:
Ukraine being barred from
NATO, an immediate halt on
NATO expansion, and removal of NATO forces from several
other Eastern European countries.
Russian President Vladimir Putin
has cast these demands as crucial
to Russian security. NATO was
formed with the explicit purpose
of countering Russia, and its
expansion into Eastern Europe
threatens Russian sovereignty.
Regardless of this, the American
government has taken a hardline
position: they will not accede
to any of the Russian demands,
essentially killing negotiations
before they could begin.
Ukraine, Russia, and their respective allies have been prepar-

ing for a war more openly in the
early weeks of February. Thousands of US service members
were deployed to bases in Europe,
and both Canadian and British
special forces have been deployed
to Ukraine to evacuate embassy
staff and help train Ukrainian
military units. At the same time,
Russian military instalments in
Belarus and Crimea are being
outfitted with new artillery, armoured vehicles, and soldiers.
On February 21, 2022, Vladimir
Putin formally recognized the
Ukrainian separatist states of
Donetsk and Luhansk as independent and provided them
with Russian military support for
“peacekeeping.” And on February
24, 2021, Russia launched missiles
at Ukrainian cities Kyiv, Kharkiv,
Odessa, Dnipro, and Lutsk.
The window for diplomacy has
closed. War in Europe has begun.
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Canada’s Single-Use Plastic Ban
Baljot Rai ’24
Contributor

Plastic pollution is one of the
largest issues facing society
today. The economy, the environment, and the way we live
our lives are being irreparably
changed. Canadian beaches,
parks, and shorelines that we
cherish are defiled by billions
of micro-plastics. While all of
us can play a small part toward
keeping our oceans and land
cleaner, strategies implemented
by the government have a far
greater impact. On December
21, 2021, the Canadian government released its long-awaited
plan to ban single-use plastics in
Canada.

The Honourable Steven Guilbeault, Minister of Environment
and Climate Change, stated
that, “We are taking action
to get plastic pollution out of
Canada’s communities and our
waterways. The proposed Single-Use Plastics Prohibition Regulations are a big step forward
in our goal to reduce plastic
pollution and move to a circular
economy for plastics. Smart,
clear, and collaborative regulations will help drive innovation
across the country as reusable
and easier-to-recycle items take
their place in our economy.”
The single-use plastics ban is a
mere part of a comprehensive
plan to address plastic pollution
in the country. By 2030, Canada
aims to have zero plastic waste.
In 2016 alone, 29,000 tonnes of
plastic entered the environment
as pollution.

Do ‘All Lives Matter?’
Donovan
Martin ’22
Chief Editor

This question causes strife
among all peoples on Earth.
First, it must be established that
the life of each human is equal.
This might seem to be a plea in
support of the term ‘All Lives
Matter,’ but quite the contrary is
true. All lives matter, or ALM,
means not what you think. ALM
was created in direct response
to the Black Lives Matter or
BLM movement to diminish and
demean their efforts. ALM has
the sole purpose of suppressing
Black voices and continues to be
a dog whistle for white supremacists. With the American Capitol
insurrection in 2021 and Canadian road occupations by ‘Freedom Truckers,’ it’s evident that
right-wing populism’s favour
in the Western world grows. In
turn, we must refute misguided
and racist ideas.

Zimmerman for his shooting
of Trayvon Martin. BLM is not
used to demean other races nor
declare Black supremacy. Instead, it acknowledges that the
systems in place directly harm
Black people. BLM does not
mean ‘Black lives matter more,’
but rather, ‘Black lives matter
too.’ Since its conception, it grew
in popularity, especially with the

Any single-use
plastics that are
present as pollution in our
environment
and have readily
available alternatives will be
banned across
the nation by the
end of this year. Based on these criteria, plastic bags, straws,
stir sticks, six-pack rings, cutlery, and food ware made from
hard-to-recycle plastics will
soon become a thing of the past.
The sale, manufacturing, and
importation of these items will
cease nationwide by the end
of 2022. These regulations are
estimated to prevent more than
23,000 tonnes of plastic pollution from entering the environment over a ten-year period.
This is the equivalent of one
million garbage bags of litter!

effects of redlining, improve the
education system, and reform
policing—commonly, by bill
proposal in the American senate.
In 2020, various protests for
the unjust killings of Ahmaud
Arbery, George Floyd, Breana
Taylor, and many more black
individuals by police forces occurred. One of the most promi-

Many retailers have already
stopped the use of plastic bags
and are now using other alternatives such as paper bags or
re-usable bags. Paper straws and
biodegradable cutlery will soon
become the norm in our society.
This is the first major part of the
Canadian government’s Zero
Plastic Waste plan and is expected to be followed by further
action. An eco-friendlier future
is indeed in store for Canada,
and any action in this direction
is an essential component of
achieving this goal.

looting. Despite some individuals doing so under the name of
BLM, the movement has condemned that violence. However,
there have been many attempts
to defame BLM as an instigator
of brutality. The most infamous
example would be at the Charlottesville Riot in August 2017.
In the Virginian city, numerous
white supremacists made ludicrous claims, the most common
being, “The BLM agenda was to
end white people.” Such a statement is entirely erroneous.
BLM has always been a phrase to
combat racial injustice in society,
not start a race war. As many
injustices converge, BLM is often
co-opted by organizations in
support of feminism, LGBTQ+
activism, immigration reform,
and economic justice, and most
commonly, alongside police
reform.

ALM seems intrinsically true,
demeans all activism and the
hashtags #BLM and #BlackLives- nent bodies that organized BLM very intent of BLM. ALM does
Matter on social media.
protests would be the Movement not support the protection of
for Black Lives (M4BL). Though caring for all lives. Instead, it
With support, BLM developed
M4BL is an American organiza- propagates the false narrative
into a loosely-structured grasstion, the BLM movement is pres- that BLM supports racism or
roots movement. Since then,
ent in nearly every continent.
intolerance.
The term BLM was invented in
they have amassed millions of
2013 after the 18th Circuit Court dollars in donations. They use
Neither BLM nor M4BL has ever
of Florida acquitted George
the money to help combat the
advocated for attacks, rioting, or
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Celebrating Black Artists
Alec
Compton ’22
Arts & Culture
Editor

Jay-Z: The Blueprint
In 2001, Jay-Z released his sixth
studio album, The Blueprint.
Despite being over an hour long,
The Blueprint is airtight. Anthems
like “Izzo (H.O.V.A.)”, alongside
softer tracks like “Song Cry,” prove
the artist’s genius. Jay-Z’s career
has taken an interesting turn. After
he came out of his 2003 retirement, he dropped a handful of

critically disappointing albums.
That was until he released the
emotionally vulnerable 4:44. Since
that album, he has taken a mogul
role in the hip-hop landscape—a
role that makes albums like The
Blueprint so interesting to revisit.
Here, Jay-Z sounds youthful and
ready to conquer the world. The
Blueprint largely avoids features,
putting Jay-Z and his incomparable flow in the spotlight. The sole
feature is Eminem on the track,
“Renegade,” a track where both
rappers (both legends at the time)
hold their own over excellent
production. The Blueprint is the
quintessential Jay-Z album and is a
staple of 2000s rap.
9.1/10
Tyler the Creator: Flower Boy
Tyler the Creator’s career is an excellent example of reaching artistic
maturity through both personal
and musical growth. Flower Boy’s
predecessor, 2015’s Cherry Bomb,
was a critical and commercial failure but showcased Tyler’s willingness to take risks. Cherry Bomb’s
harsher distorted production failed

to connect with audiences, which
may have in part caused the starkly
different Flower Boy. Not only does
the lush and honest album present
Tyler’s coming-out story, Flower
Boy has some of the artist’s best
tracks. Hit-single “See You Again,”

a Kali Uchis-assisted song about
missing a lover, display Tyler’s
knack for catchy choruses and excellent songwriting. Tyler’s rapping
is also on display: rap-heavy tracks
such as “Foreword” have Tyler
discuss his career thus far and his
worries about the future. Every feature is stellar on this record, with
highlights being Frank Ocean’s
appearance, and the incredible Lil
Wayne verse on “Droppin’ Seeds.”
Flower Boy was a massive success
for Tyler when it was released

The Best Open-World Multiplayer Games
John Ergon
Golpe ’24
Contributor

When it comes to video games,
there’s nothing that I love more
than single player open-world
games. A sprawling digital landscape, full of secrets and rich in
lore, gives the player freedom to explore and play however they want.
But which video games in the genre
are, in my eyes, the most enticing?
Read my reviews of the top three
most enjoyable single player openworld video games to find out.

While the combat in the game is
rudimentary and the level design
can be reduced to fetch quests at
times, The Outer Worlds delivers
on its character customization
and RPG mechanics by giving the
player complete control over how
they play the game. Players can
choose what gear and upgrades to
purchase, what dialogue options
to trigger, and what large-scale

3. The Outer Worlds
In this enthralling sci-fi action-adventure game, you play as a mysterious stranger who arrives in an
exotic system called ‘Halcyon’—a
system inhabited by a failing colony. As you explore different planets, you’ll meet a cast of colourful
companions which will help you
to dismantle the corrupt governing
body controlling Halcyon called
‘The Board.’ However, if you decide
being the villain is more your style,
The Outer Worlds gives you the
choice to work with The Board to
ensure the colony’s doom.

decisions to make, all of which
affect the outcome of the story.
Whether you decide to be the hero
and liberate all of Halcyon, be the
villain and side with the Board, or
be chaotic-neutral and do whatever
mission pleases you, the choice is
yours alone.
8.5/10

2. Spider-Man PS4/Remastered
In this masterpiece of a PlayStation Exclusive, you enter the messy
world of a Peter Parker who has
already graduated university and
is a seasoned superhero. Follow
his day-to-day double life as he
juggles being Spider-Man and a
lab assistant to Dr. Otto Octavius.
Both lives are thrown into jeopardy
when a new gang arrives in New
York, known as the Demons, led by
the deceptive Mr. Negative.
Almost everything about this game
is spectacular, from the intriguing
story to the immersive combat.
Fighting off criminals using an
assortment of gadgets and combos
keeps the combat fresh and allows players to innovate and make
their own play style. The story,
especially its epilogue, is full of
emotion and charm. The setting
is also incredibly engaging. I can’t
help but feel captivated whenever
I swing through a city that feels
alive or when I scale skyscrapers
like the Empire State Building or
Avengers Tower. The only issue this
game has is the occasional intrusive
story mission. The game has you
step away from the crime-fighting
Spider-Man for fifteen minutes
and play as a civilian (like MaryJane Watson). Although they do
service the story, the stealth missions are nowhere near as fun
as the web-slinging Spider-Man

and has only become increasingly
revered by music listeners as one of
the best hip-hop albums of the late
2010s.
9.4/10
Tierra Whack: Whack World
Tierra Whack’s Whack World is
one of the most interesting projects
to come out of alternative hip-hop
in the 2010s. Released in 2018,
Whack World is only fifteen minutes in length but contains fifteen
one-minute tracks. This is a restrictive gimmick, but Tierra Whack
uses the short track length to present a myriad of unique and beautiful ideas. This limitation in length
allows her to express so many ideas
which might not have seen the light
of day otherwise. And each track is
vastly different from the previous,
giving the album a sense of spontaneity and making it an easy listen.
Not every concept flung against
the wall sticks, but Whack World ’s
appeal is in its novel concept. The
fact that the music is great is just a
bonus.
8/10

sections—doubtlessly the game’s
selling point.
9/10
1. Red Dead Redemption 2
A prequel, taking place 12 years
before the events of the first game,
Red Dead Redemption 2 recounts
the final few adventures of the Van
Der Linde Gang. Follow the life of
outlaw Arthur Morgan as he does
his best to fend for himself and his
gang in the waning years of the
American Wild West.
There is a reason why Rockstar
Games took over eight years to
develop this game. There are
dozens of unique NPC encounters, hundreds of motion-captured
animations and cut-scenes that
almost seem indistinguishable from
that of real-life movement, a freeroam map far bigger than that of
the first game’s, beautiful visuals,
and so much more. Issues that this
game has are level designs that
structure the progression of missions into boring linearity, tedious
crafting that make the player mold
individual bullets or items, and
a slow tutorial that is tiresome to
get through on subsequent playthroughs. Despite these small
faults, Red Dead Redemption 2
immerses you in the grim world of
outlaws and killers.
9.5/10
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Tyler Perry: America’s Newest Black Billionaire
Born as Emmitt Perry Jr. on
September 13, 1969, Perry had a
difficult life growing up. His father would constantly abuse and
Yash Varma ’24 threaten him, and he attempted
to take his own life several times.
Contributor
As a reprieve from his violent
homelife, his Christian mother
would take him to church every week, giving him a sense of
According to the popular Amer- serenity. This part of his life is
ican business magazine, Forbes,
reflected in many of his works, as
there are 614 billionaires in the
he often puts common Christian
United States of America. As of
themes, such as forgiveness, in
September 2020, seven of them
his projects. At the age of sixteen,
are African American, with the
he legally changed his name to
newest billionaire being none
Tyler Perry to shirk association
other than Tyler Perry. He is an
with his father. His academic
American screenwriter, director, life also had several bumps, as
actor, and producer, most recog- he graduated with a General
nized for the creation and perfor- Education Development (GED)
mance of the character “Madea”
diploma rather than finishing
in his earlier plays and movies.
high school. His early adult life
continued to be dull, with
Perry working through
several unfulfilling, futile
jobs.
Perry’s life reached a
turning point when he
watched Oprah Winfrey’s
talk show. Someone on
the show stated that writing and making stories
about the grim aspects

of life could bring success and
artistic fulfillment. This inspired
Perry, and he began using his
past experiences to develop a
play titled I Know I’ve Been
Changed. In 1992, he saved up
enough money to debut this play
he was directing, producing,
and starring in. Unfortunately, it
failed. Only a handful of people
came for the one weekend the
production ran. After continuous attempts to sell the project,
Perry found success in 1998 after
retooling his creation. The play
had sold enough tickets to finally
get moved to a larger theatre.
Following these events, Perry began working on his most notable
character, Madea, an elderly and
sharp-tongued grandma who
was based on matriarchal figures
in his life, such as his mother.
He wrote and performed this
character in many plays, which
would later be adapted to motion
pictures. His first film was Diary
of a Mad Black Woman, where
he starred as Madea and two
other characters. Diary grossed
51 million USD (64 million
CAD), which allowed him to
make several other films and TV
shows. Eventually, the numerous

How Wordle took over the World-le
Caleb
Pereira ’23
Sports Editor

Plain games boost human lives.
The simplicity of this sentence
parallels that of the puzzle
game Wordle, as both depend
on five-letter words to achieve
their goals. Wordle is a game
that thrives due to its simplicity.
You have six attempts to guess a
five-letter word each day. Players
type in a word until they see the
euphoric 5 green squares — indicating their success — appear on
their screen.
If a letter guessed is in the right
place, a green background is
placed behind the letter. Right
letter but wrong spot? A yellow
background shines from behind.
Finally, if the letter is not in the
word at all, a grey background
appears behind the suggested
letter. It may seem boring, but the
simplicity of the game has en-

Madea films grossed 670 million
USD (850 million CAD) at the
box office.
The thing that differentiates Perry from other filmmakers comes
down to his complete ownership
of his intellectual property (IP);
in other words, Perry has legal
rights over everything that he
has created. This was why he
was able to reach a net worth of
1 billion USD (1.3 billion CAD).
Perry has made over twenty
films, 1200 television episodes,
several plays, and he owns Atlanta Studios, a 330-acre production
studio company—twice the size
of the Warner Brothers’ backlot— in Burbank, California.
Altogether, this site is worth 280
million USD (360 million CAD)
and continues to make a significant impact on the Georgian film
industry.
In honour of Black History
month, I encourage you to check
out some of Perry’s works. If you
have an Amazon Prime Video
account, you can watch many
of the films where he portrays
his famous character, Madea. As
well, on February 25, 2022, A
Madea Homecoming debuted on
Netflix.

tranced millions of people, as they Twitter, showing off their suckeep the website free of advertisewait eagerly to guess the new word cess or failure through a series of
ments and a paywall. However,
each day. A large part of Wordle’s
coloured blocks. The simplicity of the acquisition by The New York
appeal is its scarcity. With only
the game also keeps new players
Times could mean changes are
one puzzle per day, the audience
hooked. With the only requireimplemented to generate a profit.
anxiously waits for the new word
ments to play being an internet
Alterations The New York Times
each morning.
connection and a basic knowledge make will doubtlessly affect public
of the English language, Wordle is perception of both the game and
Wordle originates from New York
an extremely easy game to learn.
the paper.
software engineer Josh Wardle.
Combining near universal skills
Beginning in early 2021, Wardle
with the ability to quickly share
As with many a phenomenon, it
developed the game for his partresults on social media, Wordle
is unclear how long the success
ner to satiate her love of word
has created a sense of competition of Wordle will last. The New York
games. After a few months, Warbetween countless people across
Times may have different plans for
dle decided to make the game
the world.
the game which will run counter
accessible to everyone across the
to the original draw. Until then,
world. Players were scarce at the
The popularity of Wordle has
millions across the world will
beginning, as only 90 played the
only continued to skyrocket. As
continue to play the game daily in
game on November 1, 2021, but
a result of this worldwide success, search of those 5 precious green
Wordle would see a sudden rise in The New York Times purchased
boxes.
popularity at the turn of the new
the game from
year.
Wardle for
over one milAt the end of December of 2021
lion USD (1.27
and into the beginning of January
million CAD).
2022, Wordle saw its sudden rise
In its current
in popularity. On January 2, 2022,
state, Wordle
over 300,000 people played the
provides many
game. Just a week later, the player
untouched
count surpassed two million. This
possibilities
rapid rise in success is attribfor revenue.
uted to Wordle’s large presence
Wardle himacross social media. Thousands
self made
of people will post their results of
the choice to
the day’s Wordle on websites like
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Prominent Black Saints
Baljot Rai ’24
Contributor

Simon of Cyrene. Mentioned
in three of the four Gospels, St.
Simon’s act is the fifth station of
the cross, a prominent devotion
for Catholics. St. Simon is now
the patron saint of the passerby.

February is Black History
Month, a time to be aware of
societal and cultural contributions of the Black community.
It’s a time which calls us to gain
knowledge, fight for justice, and
address racism.
The Black community is a vital
part of the Church’s development, especially with Black
saints. The history of Black saints
goes back to 33 AD, outside the
city of Jerusalem.
Gospel accounts indicate that
there were men present at Jesus’s
crucifixion who helped him
carry the cross on the Road to
Calvary. One of these men was
Simon of Cyrene (present day
Libya), who later became St.

Born in Egypt, around 250 years
after Jesus Christ, St. Maurice
is also a notable Black saint. St.
Maurice was a soldier in the
Roman army who eventually
became the leader of the Theban Legion, which consisted
of nearly a thousand Christian
men. When assigned to offer
sacrifices to the pagan gods and
to pay homage to the emperor,
St. Maurice stated that service to

The Best Spare Spots - Ranked
Yash Varma ’24
Contributor

Spares. Got to love ’em, eh? With
the semester system in place, every
grade now has schedules with
spares. So, I feel that it is time that
someone should take the challenge in ranking the most popular
spare destinations and determine
which place is the best to be. I feel
that someone should be me (just
because). Let’s start, shall we?  

God superseded all else. Shortly
later, St. Maurice and the Theban
Legion were ordered to harass
local Christians by the emperor
Maximian. Refusing to harass
the innocent, St. Maurice and his
legion courageously defended
their beliefs against the tyrannical emperor. He and his legion
became martyrs, after they were
beheaded by Maximian’s troops.
Today, St. Maurice is the patron
saint of France, Switzerland, soldiers, swordsmiths, armies, and
infantrymen.
A more recently canonized Black
Saint is St. Josephine Margaret
Bakhita, patron saint of Sudan
and human-trafficking survivors.
Kidnapped at the age of 8 by
slave traders, St. Josephine was
sold as a slave over a dozen times
and was a victim of forced labour
and physical abuse. In 1883, she
was bought as a slave by Italy’s
Vice Consul. With him, she emigrated to Italy and was accepted
into his family. At a time, when
the family departed for a business trip, St. Josephine was left

be extremely uncomfortable. As
well, any peace and quiet for working is nonexistent because of its
proximity to the almost-dunking
basketball players.   
5. Empty Classrooms  

8. Student Entrance Link
An upgrade from the lousy benches, but still far from great. There
are some benches and tables, but
the student entrance doorway is
right there. That means, depending on when you are there, harsh
drafts of cold air and talkative kids
will disrupt any relaxing environment.  

9. Hallway benches

7. The Multiplex Bleachers

There are benches placed about
the school which students can
use in between classes (but only
three people as indicated by the
distancing stickers). However, I
believe that the hallway benches
are the worst places to be during
spare. The only thing you can do
is sit on your phone. Eating is a
hassle because there are no tables
and doing last minute homework
is a nightmare for your back. It’s an
awful place to be.

This is a step up from the previous
two, mainly because there is some
form of entertainment in the gym
(such as someone almost breaking
the backboard while dunking).
Unfortunately, access to this area
may be limited depending on your
schedule.  
6. Multiplex Loggia
This is a good place for sitting and
relaxing. Yet, though you have a
desk and chair, both of them can

Empty classrooms are a fun place
to go during spare. You have full
control of what you want to do.
You can either sit and work on
something quietly or throw a
dance party with your friends. The
only negative to this (and the reason why it is ranked lower on this
list) is because of its scarcity: they
are sometimes hard to find, again,
depending on your schedule.  
4. The Caf
The cafeteria is a wonderful place
to go. It oozes a coffee shop vibe,
with surrounding ambient noise
and the great smells coming from
Gene’s Place.   
3. The Library
If I ranked this any lower, I’d get
haunting glares from the librarians. So, I must say, the library is
a wonderful place to finish up last
minute assignments, have access to
computers, and cram before a test
with your friends. Overall, it is a

in the custody of the Canossian
Sisters of Venice, by whom she
was greatly influenced, and felt a
call to serve Christ. She chose to
join the order and converted to
Christianity in 1890. Baptized by
Giusseppe Sarto, who would later become Pope Pius X, she lived
the rest of her life peacefully at
the convent. She was regarded as
a merciful and charismatic woman, thankful for learning about
Jesus Christ. St. Josephine’s story
calls on us to search for God
through all experiences, whether
good or bad.
There are also many other saints
and blessed Black people who
were essential to the development of the Church, including
St. Martin de Porres, and St.
Peter Claver. There are also Black
holy men and women who have
been beatified, and their causes
are in the canonization process.
May we be inspired by these holy
men and women and learn to
live a life of service and charity.

great place for bonding and community.  
2. Cass Gym Link
What a wonderful place! It has a
lot of great
things:
desks,
chairs,
access to
the new
St. Paul’s
Peace
Pond
(SPPP),
the
Multi-Media lab,
and benches for my fellow bench
enthusiasts. The Cass Gym Link
serves as a welcoming place for
you and your friends to bond or to
work.  
1. The Newsroom
This is where the real stuff happens – slander, memes on the wall,
weird messages on the whiteboard,
and people having a good time.
The only downside is that it’s
limited to those who write for The
Crusader News. Fortunately, it’s an
easy fix! If you’d like access, there’s
no better way to join than by simply writing for us!  
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The James Webb Space Telescope: Was It Worth It?
Isaac Lavitt ’25
Contributor
After two decades and ten billion USD (12.7 billion CAD), on
Christmas Day, 2021, the most
advanced space telescope ever
was launched into space.
A joint operation between the
Canadian Space Agency (CSA),
the European Space Agency (ESA), and the National
Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA), the Hubble Space
Telescope’s successor has the
capability to view planets at all
ends of the galaxy, the potential
to observe stars at the beginning
of the universe, and might answer the perpetual astronomical
question: are we alone? However,
with 12.7 billion CAD, you could
give every person on the planet
a Tim Hortons coffee. We must
ask ourselves, “is the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST) truly
worth it?”

To begin to answer this question,
we must know what the telescope
can do. With the ability to see
infrared light, the James Webb
Space Telescope can observe
stars created during the Big Bang.
When light travels extreme distances, it stretches into invisible
infrared light, otherwise known
as heat. The telescope can observe this heat and uncover the

primordial past of the universe.
Surprisingly, the first exoplanet—a planet outside our solar
system—was not discovered until
1992. Since then, we have discovered thousands, in every corner

of the Milky Way Galaxy. We have
always looked up to the stars,
wondering if anyone was looking back at us. The JWST might
answer that question. The Hubble
Space Telescope looked out into
the universe and saw the first
earth-like worlds; in the coming
decades, we may gaze at the stars
and find life.

The JWST launched from
French Guiana. After arriving
at Lagrange 2, an area shielded
from the sun by the earth, the
telescope began to unfold its
18 gold-covered mirrors (each
six and a half metres across) to

COVID-19 and Its Effects on the Brain
Baljot Rai ’24
Contributor

COVID-19 has impacted many of
our lives, and our society, both in
the short term as well as the longterm. Be it occasionally having to
stay home due to being a close contact, or the long-term disruption
of the economy, there have been
many harsh realities which we have
faced. One aspect of COVID-19
often overlooked, however, is the
long-term effects of the virus. The
most common health effects after
recovery from SARS-CoV-2, as
well as other COVID-19 variants,
include fatigue, coughing, joint
and chest pain, dizziness, change
in smell or taste, headaches, organ
damage, and difficulty breathing.
And recently, more research has
been done uncovering the longterm effects of the virus on the
human brain, the most important
organ in the human body.
Researchers at Harvard University

have discovered that COVID-19
66% of people who have recovered
can cause extensive yet subtle cogfrom COVID-19. Another consenitive, behavioural, and psycholog- quence is long-term brain tissue
ical problems after recovery. Such
loss. This is one of the reasons that
problems are not present in all who many people suffer from a loss of
contract COVID-19. Lifestyle, age, sense of smell (anosmia) and taste
immunity, and other factors heavily (ageusia) after infection. In some
influence the likelihood of develop- situations, this lasts beyond the
ing further neurological complica- infected period. For what may be
tions due to COVID-19. This virus months, previously pleasant smells
does not directly cause extensive
and tastes may become foul and
infection in the brain. Instead, a
unbearable. While the loss of smell
misguided immune response caus- and taste may eventually be somees blood vessels to swell, damaging what resolved, the human brain is
brain tissue.
unable to regain this tissue.

Common brain complications
due to COVID-19 vary and range
from brief and mild headaches to
persistent mental fatigue, depression, and potentially psychosis.
Brain fog, which involves periods
of confusion, memory problems,
a lack of mental clarity, and an
inability to focus, are also common, being reported in around

Further, sleep disturbances have
also been reported in people with
long-term neurological effects from
COVID-19. Some people who have
recovered from this virus suffer
from having trouble falling and
staying asleep (insomnia), excessive daytime sleepiness (hypersomnia), and changes in sleep patterns.
As a result, many people often
suffer from headaches and stress
due to a lack of sleep.
COVID-19 can also result in significantly more harmful neurological damage. The virus can cause
nerve damage, which negatively
affects the peripheral nervous

observe the universe. Its tennis
court-sized sun shield protects it
from the sun’s heat as its instruments observe our galaxy. As well
as the heat, the telescope must be
able to withstand temperatures of
-233 degrees Celsius. This apparatus will be able to operate for
many decades.
Though a scientific marvel, 12.7
billion CAD is an unbelievable
amount of money. Many people
wonder if it would be better spent
elsewhere. In the two decades of
the JWST’s creation, how many
lives could have been saved? How
much medical research could
have been conducted? How many
people could the United States,
Canada, and European Union
have supported with this money?
In sixth grade, I was asked by my
teacher if the CSA should be defunded. That question has stuck
with me for three years.
Does space really matter if we
have problems here on earth?
Some will say it does, some will
disagree. I am compelled to ask:
do life’s answers live here, or out
there?

system (the vast communication
network that sends signals between
the brain and the spinal cord, to
other parts of the body). Damage
to our motor, sensory, and autonomic nerves result in complications in controlling one’s muscles,
sight, hearing, taste, smell, breathing, and digestion, as well as heart
and gland functions. These problems can range from minor to very
disruptive, and while some of them
resolve over time, others do not.
COVID-19 has also been found
to cause bleeding in the brain,
weakened blood vessels, and blood
clots in acute infection, which may
result in a stroke or a heart attack,
causing either death or permanent
damage to one’s body.
COVID-19 affects our brain in
a wide variety of ways, ranging
from minor health complications
to major health conditions. Largescale research is currently underway, analyzing further neurological
effects of COVID-19. The relieving
news is that many of these health
complications can be prevented
through vaccination, maintaining
a good lifestyle, and taking care of
your mental health.
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Black NHL Players
Luke Perrett ’24
Contributor

There have been countless Black
hockey players in the National
Hockey League (NHL) who have
made an impact on the ever-changing game. In celebration
of Black History Month, I will be
highlighting some of these influential Canadians
Willie O’Ree (b. 1935) was the
first Black hockey player to lace
up their skates in an NHL game.
On January 18, 1958, the Boston
Bruins needed an extra forward
for their game against the Montreal Canadiens. At the time,
O’Ree played with the Bruins’
Quebec Hockey League affiliate,
the Quebec Aces. He scored 13
goals and 19 assists in 57 games
during the 1957-1958 season and
earned the call-up to the NHL as
a result. O’Ree has continued to
leave his mark on hockey through
an ongoing partnership with the
NHL to spread the game to new

neighbourhoods. On January 18,
2022, the Bruins retired his number 22 jersey.

and the Maurice “Rocket” Richard Trophy (most goals), both
in the same year (2001-02). At
the 2002 Olympics, he became
Grant Fuhr (b. 1962) is one of the the first Black man to win a gold
medal in all of Ice Hockey. Iginla
was inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in 2021 and is
certain to have his number 12
retired by the Flames.

best goaltenders of all time. Fuhr
made his NHL debut in 1981
with the Edmonton Oilers and in
1984 became the first Black player to win the Stanley Cup. Even
more, he became the first Black
person inducted into the Hockey
Hall of Fame, and currently sits
12th all time in wins by a goalie.
Jarome Iginla (b. 1977) leads
the Calgary Flames in franchise
goals, points, and games played.
He became the first Black person
to win the Art Ross (most points)

A FIFA Cup Every Two Years?

fying by providing better soccer
facilities and programs.

Manny
Bezabeh ’22
Contributor

The FIFA World Cup, one of
the most prestigious sporting
tournaments in the world, could
have some major changes coming soon. A recent proposal from
FIFA President Gianna Infanito
suggests hosting the World Cup
every two years instead of the
normal four.
The main reason for this proposal is that it allows FIFA to hold
major tournaments more often,
increasing revenue and exposure.
Arsene Wenger, Head of FIFA’s
Global Football Development,
believes this money can be invested in youth soccer programs
in poorer countries which lack
a strong foundation in the sport.
This would give countries that
have never competed in the tournament a better chance of quali-

Wenger believes the quality of
work at youth level has a strong
correlation to success on the
professional stage. Another reason why some members of FIFA
support a biennial World Cup is
because it allows for meaningful games. The current format

consists of several qualification
games spread out over a period
of three years. Members of FIFA
want to change this to only six
games of qualification for each
team to drive up interest.

les Kings. Although having spent
most of his career so far in the
minors, he could be a top candidate for rookie of the year next
season, an award that has never
been won by a person of colour.
Byfield also has a strong social
media presence and is a significant role model for young people

Wayne Simmonds (b. 1988) began his career with the Los Angeles Kings. He then spent much of
his career with the Philadelphia
Flyers, but recently joined the
Toronto Maple Leafs. He may not
be the most offensive player, but
he brings a strong leadership to
the dressing room, a type of player the Leafs lack due to remaining
compliant to the salary cap. In
2017, Simmonds became the first
Black player to participate in the
NHL All-Star Game and Skills
Competition.

of colour who play hockey.
There have been many great
Black players, and many more
to come. Some other legends
include Johnny Oduya, Anson
Carter, Paul Bissonnette, PK
Subban, Dustin Byfuglien, and
Darnell Nurse. Upcoming Black
prospects include Jalen Chatfield,
Quinton Byfield’s (b. 2002)
Dakota Joshua, Lucas Raymond,
hockey career began with the
K’andre Miller, Keegan Kolesar,
Sudbury Wolves of the Ontarand the Winnipeg Jets’ C.J. Suess.
io Hockey League. In 2021, he
Keep your eyes peeled for these
became the highest selected Black youngsters when they break onto
player in the history of the NHL
the scene soon.
Entry Draft when he was selected
second overall by the Los Ange-

Those that oppose this proposal
argue that altering the current
World Cup format would lead
to a loss of interest in the sport
instead of benefitting it.

cerned about a lack of rest. Polish striker and superstar player,
Robert Lewandowski, stated,
“We have to look ahead, if we
want to play a World Cup every
two years, the level will drop.
Many have stated that hosting
It’s impossible for the body and
the tournament every four years
mind to perform at the same levbuilds a high level of excitement
el.” French striker Kylian Mbappe
and makes each rendition unique. echoed Lewandowski’s concerns
However, increasing the frequen- and stated, “Over a season, we
would have to play 60 games a
year. The Euro, the World Cup,
the Nations League... We like to
play but it is too much.”

I believe there is no reason to
change the current format as it
makes each World Cup a special
and memorable experience for
everyone. Players play enough
matches throughout the year as it
is and by increasing the number
of matches, the quality will only
decrease. A final vote amongst
FIFA Congress members on this
cy of this tournament may reduce matter is not yet scheduled, but
the anticipation for the fans and
will most likely take place soon.
players and will cause the tourna- It is up to these members to keep
ment to lose value.
the status quo and maintain the
prestige of this unrivaled sporting
There has been a little support
event.
from players, as many are con-
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The Crusader News Remembers Jesse Owens
John Ergon
Golpe ’24
Contributor

Born on September 12, 1913,
in Oakville, Alabama, James
Cleveland “J.C.” Owens was the
seventh child of Henry Cleveland Owens and Emma Alexander Owens. Henry Owens
was a sharecropper and, along
with Emma, descended from a
lengthy line of people trapped
and traumatized by decades of
slavery in the United States of
America.

These groundbreaking records
would catch the attention of
numerous universities, many of
which made recruitment offers.
Owens would choose to be enrolled at Ohio State University.
However, due to the university’s
inability to offer a track scholarship at the time, Owens had to
work numerous jobs to support
his education and wife, Minnie
Ruth, whom he married in 1935.
Owens worked as an elevator operator, waiter, page, gas
pumper, and as a book organizer
at a library all the while attending practices and setting more
records in intercollegiate competitions.

To call Owens’s early childhood
grueling would be an understatement. He frequently suffered
from chronic bronchial congestion and pneumonia. Despite his
condition, his parents expected
him to earn his keep in the family by picking up 100 pounds of
cotton every day to help put food
on the table.
At the age of nine, his family moved to Cleveland, Ohio,
where his school setting transitioned from the familiar oneroom schoolhouse in Alabama
to a larger building filled with
strict teachers. It was in this new
school that the future Olympic
legend would be given his more
recognizable nickname, when
one of his teachers mistook his
name for “Jesse” instead of “J.C.”
due to his Southern accent.
It was only in 1928 when Owens’s athletic career began. In
Junior High, he set State records
by clearing six feet in the high
jump and making 22 feet and 11
inches in the long jump.
While attending East Technical
High School, Owens set records
in the 100 (9.4 seconds) and
200-yard dashes (20.7 seconds),
as well as in the long jump for a
second time (24 feet 11 inches).
At Cleveland High School, Owens won three events at the 1933
National Interscholastic Championships in Chicago, Illinois.

Buckeye Bullet.”

The following year saw Owens
enter the 1936 Olympics that
were held in Nazi Germany. His
success at these games would
cement Owens’s name in history
as one of the many American heroes who stood in the way of the
Nazi regime, preventing them
from realizing their twisted goals
of achieving supremacy.
When Germany was chosen to
host the Olympics, Adolf Hitler
wanted to use the major global
event as a means of demonstrating the Aryan race’s “inherent
superiority.” While Hitler expected total German victory in all
the games, he instead saw Owens win gold in the 100-metre

gruntled by his unjust treatment.
Instead, he expected that his situation would improve. “When I
came back to my native country,
after all the stories about Hitler,
I couldn’t ride in front of the
bus. I had to go to the back door.
I couldn’t live where I wanted.
I wasn’t invited to the White
House to shake hands with the
president, either.” It was only in
1976 was Owens was given the
recognition he deserved, this
time from President Gerald Ford
with the Presidential Medal of
Freedom.
After the 1936 Olympics, Owens
retired from amateur athletics
and began earning profit for
his physical prowess. He raced
against cars and horses and
played with the Harlem Globetrotters for a time. Owens also
worked as a playground director for underprivileged youth,
which gave him plenty of satisfaction.
Eventually, Owens ventured
into public relations and marketing. He set up a business in
Chicago and frequently making
trips around the country to host
speeches at conventions for
youth groups, professional organizations, civic meetings, sports
banquets, PTAs, church organizations, brotherhood and Black
history programs, as well as high
school and college ceremonies.

That same year, Owens competed in the Big Ten Championships on behalf of his school,
tying the world record for the
100-yard dash (9.4 seconds), surpassing the world records for the
220-yard dash (20.3 seconds),
220-yard hurdles (22.6 seconds),
and the long jump (26.5 feet).

run (10.3 seconds, an Olympic
record), 200-metre run (20.7
seconds, another world record),
the long jump (8.1 metres), and
the 4 x 100 metre relay (39.8
seconds). Jesse Owens became
the first Track & Field athlete to
win four gold medals in a single
Olympiad.

He also won four events at the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Championships, two events at the Amateur
Athletic Union (AAU) Championships, and three events at
the Olympic Trials that same
year. These world records would
earn Owens the nickname “The

It was Owens’s very own country that neglected his accomplishments. On the day Owens
returned to the U.S., President
Franklin D. Roosevelt failed to
meet and congratulate him on
behalf of the nation.
Owens was not phased or dis-

On March 31, 1980, Jesse Owens
died in Tucson, Arizona from
lung cancer. It was said that he
smoked up to a pack of cigarettes per day for a good chunk
of his life. He shared his life with
Ruth for 48 years, raising three
daughters, Gloria, Beverly, and
Marlene together. Ruth Owens
became a longtime chairperson
of the Jesse Owens Foundation,
an organization that supports
the development of youth. She
died in 2001 from heart failure.
Although Owens was disregarded in his time, he is a prominent
figure not only as a person of
colour, but in the athletics world
as a whole.
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The End of Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang’s Arsenal Career

bameyang officially signed a new matches. He scored 29 goals in
Lukaku, and Cristiano Ronaldo.
Arsenal contract, keeping him
the 2019-20 season, and 31 goals Aubameyang managed to lead
at the club until the summer of
in the 2019-19 season. Fans were the team to successful wins over
Shay Sachdev
2023. This contract would see
not impressed with Aubameythe season, one of those wins
’23
the Arsenal captain on a weekang’s form. Their star player was being against arch-rivals Tottenly wage of £350,000 (603,000
underperforming the entire sea- ham Hotspur. Aubameyang was
Contributor
CAD) per week. During the
son, whilst collecting his heavy
at his best, but then on Decemsummer of 2020, Aubameyang
earnings.
ber 11, 2021, he was suddenly
led the club to its fourteenth FA
dropped from the Arsenal team,
Former Arsenal striker,
(Football Association) Cup troHowever, Aubameyang should
against Southampton FC.
Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang,
phy. Aubameyang has a superb
not be solely blamed for his
has left the club via mutual
solo effort in this game, netting
goal-scoring droughts. The
When Arteta was asked about
consent on January 31, 2022, the two goals in the final against
blame should be pushed onto
Aubameyang’s absence he said,
final day of the winter transfer
London rivals Chelsea FC. The
Arsenal head coach, Mikel
“Unfortunately due to a disciwindow. Just short of four years
announcement of Aubameyang
Arteta. Arsenal’s tactics were
plinary breach... he’s not inwith the team, Aubameyang
signing the new contract had
changed by Arteta at the start of volved.” Aubameyang’s absence
departed for FC Barcelona. But
Arsenal fans going crazy.
last season, which went against
proceeded for the rest of his
why did Aubameyang leave ArAubameyang’s playstyle. AuArsenal career. Why would the
senal? After all, the player had 18
bameyang is more of a poachclub captain breach disciplinary
months remaining on his curUnfortunately for Aubameyang, er and prefers to set up goals.
rules? Close to a week before
rent contract.
last year’s season was one of the Arteta’s tactics wanted the striker the match against Southampton,
worst in his career. Aubameyang to come into tight areas and
Aubameyang was permitted by
On September 15, 2020, Auscored a total of 15 goals in 39
hold the ball up. On-top of that, the club to visit his ill family
Aubameyang dealt with family
member in France. Aubameyang
issues and contracted malaria
returned a day late due to comwhilst on international duty
plications with his COVID-19
with the Gabon National Soccer test. As a result, Arteta decided
Team.
to punish Auba. This was seemingly done to force Aubameyang
out of the club.
Throughout the current season,
Aubameyang has not played bad- Now, Arsenal’s star-man is playly. From September to mid-Noing for Barcelona. A footballing
vember, Aubameyang had more legend, shamefully forced out
goals than many super-stars in
of Arsenal. An unfair end to a
the league. Some of these players distinguished career at the club.
include Harry Kane, Romelu

Caeleb Dressel: The Next Michael Phelps!
Samay
Dadlani ’24
Contributor

American swimmer Caeleb
Dressel has what it takes to be
the next Michael Phelps. The
25-year-old is currently the fastest
swimmer in the world. He was
the only individual athlete to
win five gold medals at the 2020
Tokyo Olympic Games.
Dressel, the third oldest of four,
was born on August 16, 1996, in
Green Cove Springs, Florida. He
began swimming in high school,
breaking records left and right.
At 15, he caught public attention
as he completed the 200-yard
(183 metres) freestyle relay in
less than 20 seconds, becoming
the first swimmer under 16 to
do so. While attending the University of Florida, Dressel would

begin qualifying for international
swimming competitions. At the
2017 World Aquatics Championships in Budapest, Hungary, he
won seven gold medals, the first
to do so in competition history.
Dressel’s countless records and
medals have earned him comparisons with Michael Phelps.

Dressel has been the standout
star of the United States of America’s Olympic swimming team
ever since Michael Phelps retired
after the 2016 Rio Games. In Rio,
Dressel won gold medals in the
4x100-meter freestyle relay with
Phelps and in the 4x100-meter
medley relay. At the 2017 Swimming World Championships, he
earned seven gold medals, tying
the record set by Phelps himself.
Tattoos have become a hallmark
for Dressel, who has a total of 5
tattoos consisting of an alligator,
an eagle, a bear, the Olympic
rings, and the American flag.
His alligator tattoo represents
the University of Florida’s football team emblem, and Dressel

believes
it to be an
integral
part of
his career.
The eagle
represents
focus and
courage.
Dressel’s
bear
tattoo
represents
his soul.
His tattoo
people, although we are different,
of the Olympic rings serves as a
greatness is within us all.”
reminder of his achievement as
an Olympian. The American Flag
As of today, Caeleb Dressel has
shows the patriotic pride that
won a total of seven gold medals
Dressel has towards the United
at the Olympics and 13 at the
States of America.
World Championships. Furthermore, he holds four world reCaeleb Dressel once said in an
cords for the 100-meter butterfly,
interview “My purpose on this
50-meter freestyle, 100-meter
earth is to leave a room brightindividual medley, and 100-meter
er than I found it. I will inspire
(Short course) butterfly. Dressel
people to be happy and hopeful
is on the path to become the next
in the person they are capable
Michael Phelps.
of becoming. My ultimate goal
in this is to not reach the world
but just one person. I will show
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Student Showcase:
Yash Varma ’24
“Heated, Yet Ordinary Chess”

Sharif McCurdy ’22
“The Greatest”
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The Crusader News — Diversions
Crusader Crossword #6 – Valentine's Edition

Cru Crossword #6 — Valentine’s Edition

Across
2. ____-crossed lovers
4. In fair ____ where we lay our scene...
6. Cupid’s Greek name
8. Which famous website first debuted on Valentine’s Day, 2005?
9. This actress starred alongside Leonardo DiCaprio in the 1996 film
Romeo and Juliet
12. Who orchestrated the St. Valentine’s Day Massacre?
15. Who ‘Kissed the girls and made them cry’ in a hit Toto song?
16. Popular Valentine’s Day gift
17. Artist behind the 2008 song ‘Love Story’
20. What animal turns into a Prince when kissed by a Princess?
Down
1. For 25 cents, you could have bought this for an SMA or BH girl!
3. February Birthstone
5. Patron saint of beekeepers
7. Who popularized the song ‘Can’t Help Falling in Love’
10. This bird is a symbol of the Greek goddess of Love
11. This part of the body contains the pulmonary semilunar valve
and the aorta.
13. Eros’s fated lover
14. Kiss Hug Kiss Hug
16. Juliet’s last name
17. What ‘fruit’ was thought to be both poisonous and an aphrodisiac at one time?
18. This band released the song ‘Silly Love Songs’ in 1976
19. Who is the goddess of love in Norse mythology?

Find the answers at
thecrusadernews.ca/feb2022crossword
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Crossword by:
Oscar Lavitt ’23

Photo Credits
Toe Toe
Moo ’24
Cartoonist

Across
2
4
6
8

____-crossed lovers
In fair ____ where we lay our scene...
Cupid's Greek name
Which famous website first debuted on
Valentine's Day, 2005?
9 This actress starred alongside Leonardo
DiCaprio in the 1996 film Romeo and
Juliet
12 Who orchestrated the St. Valentine's Day
Massacre?
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